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OVERVIEW
Australia is recognised around the world for its leadership in tourism, international education, and
major, business, and cultural events – the visitor economy. And we hold this global positioning
against all odds, noting the geographic challenges we face in competing for international visitors as a
long-haul destination for many key markets in North America, Europe, and the United Kingdom.
The next long-term strategy to 2030 – THRIVE 2030 (The Re-imagined Visitor Economy) – holds great
responsibility, especially considering the major disruption that the Australian visitor economy has
endured over the last two years due to the global coronavirus pandemic.
In particular, the business events industry was the first to be shut down as announced by the Prime
Minister following the first National Cabinet meeting in March 2020 and has struggled to gain any
momentum due to international and domestic border closures, hard lockdowns, and restrictions on
indoor gathering capacities and densities. Many businesses reliant on income from business events
will continue to run at a loss well into 2022 as new COVID-19 variants such as Delta and Omicron
continue to plague confidence and long-term certainty.
THRIVE 2030 must bring together an industry that is on its knees and inspire with a strategic vision
that will drive our success through the decade ahead. It must provide a future focus and direction
that the industry can rally behind and align its efforts. It must excite the nation!
The strategy must clearly outline what we want to achieve through measurable targets – stretching
our ambitions – and map out definable actions that will articulate how to get there. The connection
between how the actions in Appendix 1 will achieve the Strategy’s targets is unclear.
Most importantly, the Strategy must define our why. That is, why should Australia pursue
international (or domestic) visitation? Without a clear and compelling why, targets and actions will
lose their relevance and key stakeholders will be less likely to engage in the collaborative spirit
required for success. However, beyond economic impact and resulting direct and indirect jobs,
THRIVE 2030 offers little to no additional reasons for the Australian Government to invest in the
visitor economy.
As outlined in the Strategy’s introduction: “Prior to COVID-19, Australia had a strong, dynamic and
growing visitor economy – 2019 broke records for visitor numbers and spending. With export earnings
of $39.6 billion in 2018-19, it was Australia’s fourth largest exporter – ahead of beef, petroleum, and
wool. It earned over $166 billion in total visitor expenditure in 2019 and was growing at a faster rate
than the Australian economy generally. The visitor economy directly employed almost 665,000
people, and indirectly employed another 370,000, employing one in thirteen Australians directly or
indirectly. It involves over 300,000 businesses and plays an important role in the economic
development of regional Australia, with 44 cents in every visitor dollar spent in regions.”
Yet even with this outstanding record the visitor economy has not gained the attention and
recognition of Government that it deserves in comparison to its primary industry counterparts.
THRIVE 2030 must consider a shift from a pure focus on visitor numbers and spend to leveraging the
value and opportunity that visitors bring to Australia and local communities.
For a whole-of-industry strategy to be successful, it requires a sophisticated whole-of-government
approach – both interdepartmental and cross-portfolio. While it is recognised that Austrade plays a
significant role in developing tourism policy, managing programs, and providing research to support
the industry, the role of other government departments in the recovery and future success of the
visitor economy must be defined inclusive of key performance measures.
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Likewise, related Ministers should be active partners with the Tourism Minister and invested in the
delivery of the THRIVE 2030 strategy and benefit in its success. But for this to be achieved, THRIVE
2030 must boldly outline the broader value proposition of the visitor economy to encourage
legitimate buy-in and ownership of other departments and portfolios.
Our Why – the value proposition
According to Destinations International, in today’s globalised, networked world, every country must
compete with every other for its share of the world’s visibility – its share of attention and respect.
Every country must compete for its share of the world’s consumers, talent, business, and investment.
Those who fail to compete will lose ground. They will be left behind.
The visitor economy has a substantial role to play in this mission and can be achieved through clearly
developing and promoting a country’s brand and removing the barriers to travel and access. To
compete for global visibility and attention, people need to be aware of a destination and have a clear
and positive image of the destination’s brand. This will create a desire for people to visit, experience
communities, meet their people and ultimately, share their experiences with others.
The Re-Imagined Visitor Economy should be the centrepiece of the Australian Government’s
economic diplomacy and regional prosperity agenda.
From a business events perspective, the industry augments economic activity well beyond directly
measurable metrics, underpinning knowledge creation and exchange, innovation, and investment
among other positive impacts. International business events play a significant role in building a
stronger, more diverse Australian economy. 1

“…I recognise that the benefits of business events extend far beyond the obvious
economic value. Business events play an important role in connecting industry
leaders and accelerating innovation through the exchange of ideas. They are also
an important attractor of investment and talent flows to Australia.”
- The Hon Andrew Robb AO, former Minister for Trade and Investment (2014).
Around the world, business events are being used as strategic tools for attracting trade, investment,
and global talent. Governments invest in and support the business events industry because they
recognise the high yield and long-term benefits accruing from growth in the visitor and knowledgebased economies. 2
Beyond high yield visitor spend, business events are recognised for:
• Attracting global talent and transferring knowledge.
• Stimulating trade, encouraging foreign investment, and catalysing industry growth.
• Nurturing research collaboration, fostering innovation and boosting productivity.
• Promoting cultural exchange and diplomacy.
International business events are extremely important in terms of promoting Australia to the world.
They showcase Australia’s business capabilities and facilitate stronger people-to-people links –
attracting experts in health, science, education, and business to our capital and regional cities.
Australia’s international business events sector: the economic and strategic value proposition, Deloitte Access Economics for Association
of Australian Convention Bureaux, May 2014.
2 Ibid
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According to research by the Association of Australian Convention Bureaux, approximately one in
three business events attracted to Australia are in Health Care and Social Assistance, and one in four
represent Professional, Scientific and Technical Services. In addition, two in three international
conventions won for Australia include a direct trade or exhibition platform.
CASE STUDY: Australian Government leverages Business Events to attract Global Talent
In late 2019, a new Global Talent Program was launched by the Government. The ambitious goal
under the program was to identify and proactively recruit up to 5,000 highly skilled migrants in
selected industries to Australia each year, gaining a fast-tracked process to permanent residency.
The Department of Home Affairs marked the business events industry as a key mechanism to attract
global talent to Australia, presenting opportunities to target the selected industry sectors including
AgTech, FinTech, MedTech, Cyber Security, Energy and Mining Technology, Space and Advanced
Manufacturing, and Quantum Information/Advanced Digital/Data Science and ICT.
One of the first business events to showcase the Global Talent Program was evokeAG – Asia Pacific’s
largest agrifood tech event. Over 1,300 delegates from 22 countries gathered in Melbourne, offering
a unique opportunity for the Department to meet with specialists from the agricultural industry.
To support the Government’s global talent mission, the Association of Australian Convention
Bureaux, with the support of its 18 members, supplies the Department of Home Affairs with
intelligence of upcoming conferences and exhibitions through its Forward Calendars of Business
Events to strategically plan program activities across future years.
WHAT IS THE BUSINESS EVENTS INDUSTRY?
Business events is the collective term referring to meetings, incentives (reward travel programs),
conventions, and exhibitions.
The event may be as small as 15 businesspeople convening an off-site workshop to solve a problem,
through to a large international scientific congress attracting thousands of delegates or a trade
exhibition generating activity for businesses and the public. It could also involve travel and
accommodation for hundreds of corporate incentive participants.
Business events are essentially an in-person communication medium. They are generated by
organisations choosing this form of communication to deliver a message, to train, to sell product, to
reward, to promote goods and services, to educate, to celebrate or to collaborate on issues and
solutions.
The event may be hosted in a large purpose-built convention centre, university, resort, hotel, or even
held in a regional town hall, and collectively generate millions of accommodation nights annually
around the country. They also drive significant business activity for event organisers, exhibition and
event suppliers, caterers, speakers and entertainers, travel agents and airlines.
Value of Business Events to Australia
Australia’s business events industry has been one of the quiet achievers of the Australian economy,
growing at around 6% annually since 2014. It directly generated over $35.7 billion in economic
activity in 2019 and employed over 229,000 people across a broad range of sectors and trades, with
some 43.7 million people attending more than 484,000 business events across Australia. 3
3

Value of Business Events to Australia 2018/19, Ernst & Young for Business Events Council of Australia, March 2020
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The impact of COVID-19 on the Business Events industry
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Australia was recognised as a global business events leader. The
International Congress and Convention Association Statistics Report for city and country rankings
released in 2020 saw Australia move up from 13th to 12th position with a total of 272 international
association meetings held in 2019. In addition, Sydney achieved a top 20 position in the global cities’
rankings with 93 international association meetings.
However, in response to COVID-19, the business events industry was one of the first to be impacted,
one of the hardest hit, and may be one of the last to recover.
The National Cabinet’s first statement on 13 March 2020 in response to COVID-19 advised that all
gatherings of over 500 people should be cancelled. By 29 March, National Cabinet limited all
gatherings to two persons, and Australia’s international border to non-citizens and non-permanent
residents was closed. Within this fortnight, the business events industry had ground to a halt.
By April 2020, it was estimated that 96% of all business events scheduled for the year had been
cancelled or postponed with a total loss of 1,153,500 event days, and immediate staffing losses of
92,260 jobs across the industry. 4 Of those laid off, four in five were working in a casual or
freelancer/contractor capacity.
The Association of Australian Convention Bureaux identified that by July 2021, 259 international
business events won for Australia by its members had cancelled due to the closure of Australia’s
international border, while a further 183 had postponed into the future. 5 From a domestic
perspective, 322 business events had cancelled due to COVID-19 restrictions by July 2021, with a
further 226 postponed into the future. 6
Low client confidence due to COVID-19 impacts on business events is regarded as a critical issue by
the industry. In a survey conducted by BECA in February 2021, 50% of respondents suggested that it
would take 3-5 years for business to return to pre-crises levels, an increase from 40% in June 2020. 7
When asked what the greatest challenges were facing their business, the top three responses (ahead
of cashflow issues) included:
1. Uncertainty of domestic internal borders,
2. Uncertainty of hard lockdowns, and
3. Client confidence.
Tourism Australia’s recent Domestic Corporate Sentiment Research has further evidenced a decline in
client confidence. Short-term planning of domestic events has been impacted by COVID-19
restrictions (including border closures) with 62% of businesses claiming to be planning events in the
next 6-12 months – down from 74% in May 2021 and at its lowest level since October 2020.8
Uncertainty and associated financial risk is contributing to this level of hesitancy amongst event
decision makers.
The business events industry warrants government recognition as a critical catalyst for the
business-led, post-pandemic recovery of the Australian economy.
Lost Business Report – Impacts of COVID-19 on the business events industry, McCrindle for Business Events Council of Australia, April 2020.
Forward Calendar of International Business Events, Association of Australian Convention Bureaux, July 2021.
6 Forward Calendar of Domestic Business Events, Association of Australian Convention Bureaux, July 2021.
7
Government Support & Future Confidence Report, Business Events Council of Australia, March 2021.
8 Domestic Corporate Sentiment Research (6th edn), Snapcracker for Tourism Australia, October 2021.
4
5
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GENERAL FEEDBACK ON THRIVE 2030
What is the visitor economy?
•

•

Who are ‘visitors’?
>

While ‘business events visitors’ are assumed to be included under ‘business visitors’,
valued at $27.8 billion (17%), corporate and business travel is distinct from delegate and
exhibitor travel behaviour.

>

If business events are to be recognised within THRIVE 2030, then the performance of the
industry and related strategic actions must be measurable and demand its own
expenditure profile.

Which businesses operate in the visitor economy?
>

While tourism, travel and hospitality businesses are well represented in the Strategy,
much of the events supply chain is missing. See the attached Business Events Industry
Ecosystem.

>

With visitor economy-related businesses predominantly small operations, noting the
majority have no employees, and 95% have fewer than 20 employees, the industry must
demand more attention from the Employment, Skills, Small and Family Business
portfolio.

Vision
•

A strategy for sustainable growth
>

BECA seeks the removal of the term “over-tourism” entirely from this public strategy
document. Instead, we recommend shifting the focus of sustainability to community
alignment and community shared values. This avoids an alarmist approach and seeks to
proactively gain community support and understanding and avoid conflict.

Strategy target
•

Total visitor expenditure by December 2024 = $166 billion
>

The strategy target suggests “achieving total visitor expenditure of $166 billion – which
was the level as at December 2019”. However, the methodology clearly introduces a new
metric of Domestic Day Trips which was not part of the 2019 Total Visitor Expenditure.
While BECA does not oppose introducing Domestic Day Trips, to be transparent with
communities, businesses and visitors, the Strategy must be honest in its target and
comparison to pre-pandemic performance.

>

BECA also recommends introducing a long-term 2030 target that can be reviewed on the
completion of each strategic phase. A long-term target is required noting the strategic
bidding processes undertaken to attract business events to Australia and the investment
required to maintain our competitiveness. Bidding for an international business event to
take place in the next 5-10 year window is not uncommon.
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Strategy phases
•

Supply and demand
>

The vision introduces “modernising supply side enablers”, but the strategy lacks robust
detail on the critical relationship between supply and demand. The strategy priorities do
address two key demand side challenges in workforce and skills, and visitor
infrastructure, but fails to consider capacity. Getting the balance right between supply
and demand in the context of capacity will be critical in successfully and sustainably
achieving targets across the recovery, consolidation, and acceleration phases.

>

A greater supply and demand relationship focus will allow the visitor economy strategy
to introduce the importance of the travel industry through outbound travel and trade
through freight. A healthy inbound market requires a strong outbound market, and a
country’s connectivity to the world is critical in destination selection for international
business events, as well as cost.

Challenges and opportunities
•

Evolving consumer trends
>

The Strategy throughout naturally defaults to tourism commentary and trends, ie. leisure
or holiday consumers, without an in depth understanding and description of business
event (delegates and exhibitors) and international education (students) markets. If
THRIVE 2030 is to reflect the broader concept of the visitor economy, it must recognise
of the motivations and behaviours of different visitor types and consider multiple substrategies.

General
•

Events
>

•

The recognition of events as “a critical part of our product portfolio to maximise
visitation” is welcome, however, BECA would have concern regarding the generalisation
of events which have historically defaulted attention and bias to largescale major and
community events. While there may be advantage in a whole-of-events strategy for the
supply side of the industry, from a demand side, business events and their attendees
have unique profiles and offer stronger returns to the Australian economy that do not
align with other event types. BECA therefore recommends a bespoke business events
strategy as outlined later in this paper.

Priority actions
>

BECA recommends removing actions from THRIVE 2030 that relate to restarting or
reopening as opposed to recovery. It is clear under the Recovery Phase description that
attention shifts from survival to recovery with a focus on rebuilding. Announcements
already made by National Cabinet or outlined in the National Transition Plan should be
referred to within THRIVE 2030, but removed as strategic priority actions.
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SUMMARY OF STRATEGY PRIORITY ACTIONS – BUSINESS EVENTS
A unified industry
The Business Events Council of Australia (BECA) is the peak body directly representing all key industry
associations and infrastructure of the business events industry:
• Association of Australian Convention Bureaux (AACB),
• Australian Convention Centres Group (ACCG),
• Exhibition and Events Association of Australasia (EEAA),
• Meetings and Events Australia (MEA), and
• Professional Conference Organisers Association (PCOA).
BECA recognised at the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic that a strong united industry sharing
headline policy priorities, goals, and ambitions would benefit Government through consistent
communications and therefore yield stronger actions to support a decimated and shutdown industry
through restart, recovery and rebound phases.
This focus saw BECA develop a comprehensive COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework – our
cornerstone policy document which has been recommended to Government and key departments
since June 2020 including Austrade, Treasury (via Coronavirus Business Liaison Unit and Pre-Budget
Submission 2021-22) and the National COVID-19 Coordination Commission.
As a participant in the Reimagining the Visitor Economy consultation process, BECA contributed to
multiple industry workshops, submitted the Framework directly to Austrade and the Expert Panel,
coordinated a facilitated Business Events Industry Roundtable in partnership with Tourism Australia
inclusive of Expert Panel representatives and secretariat, and held a bespoke online meeting with
Expert Panel Chair, the Hon Martin Ferguson AM.
Based on these proactive efforts, contributions, and participation, it is disappointing to see only part
of one recommendation within the Draft Strategy.
Please find the following recommended priority actions for the business events industry assigned
under the Strategy’s vision foundations of collaboration, modernisation, and diversification.
1.

Comprehensive Collaboration
•

Government as an events leader

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021

>

A coordinated approach across government departments and agencies to maintain
booked meetings and events (where appropriate) and to bring forward planning and
procurement for their planned business events over 2022. This could initially be led
at the Commonwealth level with an eye to expanding the initiative to include States
and Territories.

>

Commonwealth departments and agencies encouraged not to cancel existing
registrations and sponsorships of business events including not to seek return of
deposits, but rather put all bookings that are in the risk category on-hold to be
rescheduled for a later date.
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•

New national business events growth strategy

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021

>

BECA proposes the development of a new whole-of-government strategy for growing
the business events industry and its economic and employment contribution to
Australia, building on the National Business Events Strategy 2020. This should be
developed in close collaboration with industry and form part of the efforts and
strategies of Austrade’s short to medium term rebuild agenda and the longer-term
Tourism 2030 initiative.

>

Invest in short-term funding boost to Tourism Australia’s business events division,
Business Events Australia, in line with the domestic recovery strategy and the ‘Event
Here This Year’ initiative.

>

Conduct research on post COVID-19 global market opportunities and deliver
marketing and promotional activities as identified by the strategy in alignment with
Austrade’s development of Australia’s Nation Brand.

>

Conduct a national audit and infrastructure study of local and regional capacity and
potential, eg. transport, venues, accommodation, catering, attractions, and event
planners. Such an audit would support informed planning, investment attraction and
growth, especially in regional areas.

2. Improve Data and Insights
•

Invest in more robust business events data and metrics
See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021

>

Invest $500,000 to develop a national approach to delegate expenditure in
partnership with industry. This would be achieved by building a national digital data
collection platform, where industry takes responsibility for data collection across a
wide range of business events, and collaborating with Tourism Research Australia in
data analysis.

>

Enhance the national and international visitor surveys for business events and
compliment by investing in robust aggregated and segmented data capability.

3. Grow a Secure and Resilient Workforce
•

National business events skills and training

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021

>

BECA and its member associations to partner Government in the development of
accredited education, mentoring and training programs specifically customised for
the business events industry and delivered by qualified industry experts, providing
continuing education opportunities for professionals in all stages of their career.

>

A Fast-Track Events Training Scheme could be designed to reskill workers and attract
young people to the business events industry by funding them to study event
management through universities, colleges or vocational education and training
accredited courses.
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6. Build Markets and Attract Visitors
•

•

Australian business events catalyst fund

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021

>

BECA fully supports a review of the current Business Events Grant Program with the
objective of realigning the guidelines with the primary intent and key principles of
the program to take account of the changed and enduring circumstances.

>

Introduce an incentive payment to Australian businesses and associations to book
and hold major business events in Australia before the end of 2022. This could
include covering part or all an event deposit, providing a matching portion of the
total event costs, providing a rebate per attendee or percentage of event cost at the
successful completion of the business event.

Risk mitigation against COVID-19 event cancellation

See: BECA Submission to Live Performance Federal Insurance Guarantee Fund Bill 2021

>

•

Fringe benefits tax exemption

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021

>
•

Introduce a temporary Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) exemption for Australian businesses
undertaking corporate incentive travel programs.

Education and training tax incentive

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021

>

•

Introduce a national, Commonwealth led event reinsurance scheme, achieved in
partnership with state and territory governments, to cover for government-enforced
cancellations and postponements resulting from COVID-19 restrictions.

The Australian Government to introduce an incentive for businesses to train staff,
like the R&D incentive, with tax deductibility of 125-150 per cent on all eligible
training to encourage ongoing job training and stimulate the domestic business
events market. Tax incentives for approved training programs run by employers for
employees must be delivered within Australia.

Improve visa competitiveness for incoming business events attendees

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021; AACB Submission to Australia’s 2021-22
Migration Program; AACB Submission to Modernise Australia’s Visa System

>

Ensure the 2020-21 competitiveness review of visa charges, fees and processes is
promptly published and acted upon.

>

Introduce Visa Application Charge (VAC) waivers for all delegates of qualifying
international business events. The initial VAC waiver focus should be introduced to
stimulate corporate incentive travel in the recovery and consolidation phases, where
the booking is made through a single entity and administered in bulk.

>

Across consolidation and acceleration phases, the Government should move to a
‘business events stream’ of the 600-subclass visitor visa to enable long-term
incentivisation of the market and offer additional robust metrics.
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7. Grow New, Unique and High-quality Experiences
•

•

Business events growth facility to drive attraction and activation initiatives; $10m per year

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021

>

Attractor: Based on the significant success of the Business Events Bid Fund program,
BECA recommends that the government make the program permanent, boosted,
and in addition to Tourism Australia’s annual appropriation.
[Continue the Business Events Australia Bid Fund Program]

>

Activator: BECA recommends expanding on the successful Bid Fund program to
establish a co-funded business events activation initiative which can be utilised to
create new business events in industries and regional areas of competitive
advantage.

Enhance the EMDG scheme for business events

See: BECA COVID-19 Recovery and Rebound Framework 2021; AACB Submission to the 2015 Review of
the EMDG Scheme

>

Continue to increase investment in the Export Market Development Grant scheme
and reverse the rules applied to approved/representative bodies on funding mix,
restoring the initial intent of the program.

Contact Details:
Andrew Hiebl, Secretary
Business Events Council of Australia
M: 0408 367 338
E: info@businesseventscouncil.org.au
PO Box 5094
Kingston, ACT 2604
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Meetings and conventions are by far the largest component
of the business
events industry by volume and value

Value of business events by sector for FY19
Meetings &
conventions

Exhibitions

Incentives

Total

459,759

2,536

22,087

484,382

Number of attendees: delegates/exhibitiors/visitors (millions)

31.1m

11.1m

1.5m

43.7m

Direct expenditure ($ billions)

$29.6b

$4.0b

$2.2b

$35.7b

Direct expenditure per event (c. $)

$64,000

$1,560,000

$98,000

$74,000

$950

$360

$1,420

$820

Direct value added ($ billions)

$14.4b

$1.9b

$0.9b

$17.2b

Total estimated direct annual wages expense ($billions)

$9.1b

$1.3b

$0.6b

$11.1b

188,000

28,000

13,000

229,000

Number of business events

Direct expenditure per attendee (c. $)

Direct employment (c. jobs, rounded)

Key metrics by event type
►

Meetings and conventions continue to be the
largest component of the business events
industry in Australia by total size and
expenditure
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Key industry metric
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►

Exhibitions are by far the largest event type on
a per event basis in terms of average direct
expenditure and attendances per event

►

BU

Numbers may not equate exactly due to rounding

$35.7 billion direct contribution of the
business events industry – by event type
Exhibitions
$4.0b
11%

Incentives
$2.2b
6%

$11.1 billion direct annual wages contribution of
the business events industry – by event type
Exhibitio
ns
$1.3b
12%

Meetings
and
conventions
$29.6b
83%

Incentives
$0.6b
5%

43.7 million annual attendances at business
events in Australia – by event type

Exhibitions
11.1m
25%

Meetings
and
conventions
$9.1b
83%

Incentives
1.5m
4%

Meetings
and
conventions
31.1m
71%
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